authority. Parties needed to remain
united for electoral purposes only up to
a point, since many party leaders were
members of the House of Lords, and
others had safe seats in the Commons
representing the “rotten” or “pocket”
boroughs controlled by the grandees
of their party. Burke won and subsequently lost a competitive election in
Bristol, but he was safe enough, first
as member for Wendover in Buckinghamshire and then for Malton in Yorkshire, both seats controlled by allies of
his patron the Marquess of Rockingham. Finding safe seats in the House of
Commons for people who are needed
in government is still one of the tasks of
the leaders of British political parties.
Burke saw himself as an eighteenthcentury Cicero. In the first century
BCE , Cicero had been a novus homo,
a “new man” who worked his way up
to the highest ranks of Roman politics
by ability and hard work, and by serving the entrenched ruling families; and
Burke saw himself as a man who could
assist, encourage, and sometimes berate his noble leaders.
Nor was it only early in his career that
he took Cicero as a rhetorical model.
For seven years from 1788, Burke led
the unsuccessful attempts to impeach
the former governor of Bengal, Sir
Warren Hastings, for mismanagement,
brutality, and unlawful personal enrichment. When the case against Hastings collapsed two years before Burke’s
death in 1797, he remarked bitterly that
the English did not care how badly
Hastings had behaved, whereas Cicero
knew that the public was on his side
when he made his name by prosecuting
Verres, the governor of Sicily.

B

urke entered Parliament in 1765,
and for the next seventeen years he was
preoccupied with the fate of Britain’s
American colonies. Empire and Revolution shows how real was the fear that
the weakening of British power caused
by the failure in America would allow
the French to recover their losses in
India from the Seven Years’ War at
the same time the American colonies
secured their independence. Britain
would be losing its empire both in the
East and the West. Defeat on the Ohio,
so George III and his ministers feared,
would lead to defeat on the Ganges.
During the long-drawn-out slackening of Britain’s grasp on its American
colonies, Burke was at his best as a political analyst. He was very slow to accept that the colonies were irreparably
lost, adjusting his ideas of what might
be done to avoid that disaster as affairs
worsened. He never denied there was
a tension between the legislative supremacy of the British Parliament as a
matter of law and the needs of distant
and increasingly strong-willed colonies
to depend on their own local management. A mark of Burke’s superior political intelligence was his highly plausible
theory of government at a distance—
governments ought not to attempt to
govern colonies in detail. It was impossible to incorporate the colonies into
the British state; three thousand miles
of ocean forbade it. It was equally impossible to exercise a despotic rule over
such spirited people; they were, after
all, defending English liberty.
Burke was not enamored of the behavior of the colonists; he called the
council that sprang up in Boston after
the official council had been dissolved

“a ‘Vermin’ substitute.” Nonetheless,
as his wonderful speech on conciliation with America demonstrates, he
was desperate to avoid a complete
separation. He admired the energy of
the Americans, thought the time might
come when Britain would benefit from
friendly relations with America, and
clung to the hope that wiser policies
would preserve the imperial tie.
When those hopes were dashed, he
accepted that independence was the
only answer. The success of the American Revolution raises the old question
of whether Burke’s approval of it was
consistent with his outraged reaction
to the French Revolution. Burke’s initial response to the French Revolution
was in fact optimistic. It was, he briefly
felt, impossible not to admire the spirit
of the French; perhaps 1789 might be
a French 1688. He changed his mind
almost at once. It was the implications for British politics that alarmed
him, as Richard Bourke makes clear.
The target of Burke’s Reflections was
the Reverend Richard Price, a Unitarian minister, who, in a sermon on the
love of country, claimed that we have a
natural right to choose our rulers and
to cashier them for misconduct. Burke,
of course, thought we had no such
right. What was less clear, and what his
long battle against Thomas Paine and
Rights of Man never completely clarified, was what rights Burke was willing
to recognize.
In Bourke’s account, Burke believed
that we have a natural right of resistance. A sufficient degree of misgovernment dissolves allegiance, and we
may resort to self-help. This is when the
common people have an important part

in politics, one that is essentially defensive. This was the American situation.
Constructing a system of government
and making it work was something else,
not a question of natural right, but of
skilled artifice; it was a matter of prudence. Like Gouverneur Morris, Burke
agreed that “the people” were the
source of authority, but this, he thought,
gave the mass of the population no particular title to determine how authority
was to be exercised. Paine and Price, to
be consistent, had to think of political
representation as personal representation, from which one-person-one-vote
follows rather swiftly. Burke thought legitimate interests, not persons, should
be represented.
What might Burke make of contemporary British politics? It seems a safe
bet that he would have been appalled
by David Cameron’s misjudgment in
calling a referendum to decide whether
the United Kingdom should remain
a member of the European Union. A
parliamentary monarchy, even one
in which the prime minister exercises
the royal prerogative in the sovereign’s
name, has no place for referendum.
The task of government is to determine
what is in the best interests of the nation and to govern accordingly; calling
a referendum in a panic and scuttling
off after it all went wrong is the anti
thesis of the responsible statesmanship
that Burke called for. As for what he
might have made of Donald Trump,
words fail. Burke had an eye for rich
adventurers who bought seats in Parliament on returning from India; but that
someone like Trump would rise to supreme power would not have occurred
to him.
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